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*Kötelező

Where are you from?

A) Expectation on the languages, culture and ICT
Evaluate the following affirmations according to the scale.

1. My ability to speak English has improved. *

2. My skills in using ICT tools have developed. *

3. I've improved my knowledge about partners' culture. *

4. I acquired knowledge about Educational Systems in Europe. *

5. The collaboration among teachers in my school has improved. *

6. Prestige of school in the local community has grown. *
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7. Our outcomes can be used in the lessons of history, geography and culture. *

8. I think our school had performed well in the project. *

9. If our school access a new Erasmus+ Project, I'd like to participate. *

B) This project has motivated students ...
Estimate your knowledge / opinion to this scale.

1. To learn or show interest in other languages. *

2. To learn about other cultures and foreign customs. *

3. To learn some ICT tools. *

4. To communicate with other people in English. *

5. To promote respect for other cultures and beliefs, to promote sensitivity to
differences. *

6. To become a honest and tolerant European citizen. *

7. To agree to active / participative teaching methods. *

8. To show initiative and undertake new tasks and activities. *



Üzemeltető:

C) My involvement in the project

Put a cross beside ONE option. *
 I cooperate with the project coordinator most of the time and have organized many activities during

the two years.

 I often cooperate with the project coordinator and I was involved in organizing the project activities
during the two years.

 I occasionally cooperate with the project coordinator and I have helped organize some of the project
activities during the two years.

 I just observe the development of the project and occasionally help if it is required of me.

 Egyéb: 

D) Personal comments / proposals

Add any comments or proposals.

Ezt a tartalmat nem a Google hozta létre, és nem is hagyta azt jóvá. 

Visszaélés jelentése - Felhasználási feltételek - Egyéb feltételek

Küldés
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